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The Development Of
Miáhipicoten’s Transportation

D. E. Pugh
Transportation into Wawa today is infinitely easier than a few
years ago. Early English and French traders initially serviced the
Michipicoten region for its furs by canoe. Michipicoten, on the
principal river transportation and communication route to James
Bay, was the early focis point of a steady flow of traffic to and
from Moose Factory. Furs from the post were regularly picked
up by the H.B.C.’s ships on Lake Superior.
Although fur traders used Algoma’s river routes, their intention
was to preserve rather than to open up and develop the territory.
Creation of a more effective transportation route was only begun
with the commencement of the C.P.R. in 1883. A rough corduroy
road, hacked from the Harbour to Wawa Lake, permitted supplies
to be carried northward to the C.P.R. by a combined route of
steamships and mule portage trails.
Following the completibn of the railway, this supply route rapidly
became overgrown and forgotten. But with the discovery of gold
on Wawa Lake in June, 1897, numerous prospectors flooded into
Michipicoten. Most took the Ganley fishing steamer, The Telegram,
to the Harbour. Some prospeors opted’for the Missanabie-Michi
picoten canoe route by Dog and Mahitowik Lakes to the Michipicoten
River and Mission.
The discovery of iron -and its development at the Helen, by
1900, led to the first reliable route to Wawa. By this hate, the Algoma
Central Railway line was completed from the Harbour to the Helen
and_Joaaphine Mines. By 1912 this railwa was extended to the
Sault, providing regular service to the Helen, until its closure in
1918. During the 1920’s the spur line received little use. With the
booming of the gold mines in the mid-1930’s, there were regular
steamship and rail.service into Michipicoten as well as daily plane
flights to the Sault.
The greatest event to develop Michipicoten was the completion
of Highway 17 in 1960. Since the early 1920’s, the concept of a high
way around Lake Superior had been actively promoted. Consequently
by the mid 1930’s. the road had been exnded from the Sault,
north to Montreal.. River, and then to Agawa. Here construction
difficulties halted the road until final comptetion in 1960. Construction
of the Wawa-Chapleau-Timmins link by the late 1960’s has now
successfully strengthened Wawa’s position as a hiay
divisional
point. Combined with Wawa’s successful goose miol, Wawa’s
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an4 succ’essful- totirist trade, The addition of regular aircraft service
propises even greater tourist traffic for winter skiing and summer
spóts.
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